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Description Of the Cosmetic MOD Collection for Armor and Clothing. Elements (47) Related Collection (7) Mod for Xcom 2, which adds a few new armor pieces! Permits and credits You can use these assets for your own fashion, just screaming would be good! This author is not credited to anyone in this file This mod is not chosen in getting Donation Points Changelogs Added
Gremlin Costume Added Costume Eagle Added Juggernaut Costume Added Gremlin Armor Made several code optimizations This mod adds new armor to the game, first of its kind I think feel free to use this as a starting point for your own armor mods in the future! Just look under the perms for more details. Known errors- If your torso characters are transparent after equipping
the armor, equip another armor instead (such as Kevlar or warden), equip mod armor again, and then go to the settings - the props - the torso, and it should re-texture the torso. Updates:-Screenshots. Now Playing: -Kevlar West: Easy Kevlar Option, Mobility and Dodge, for Less Healthy Enhanced Kevlar: Heavy Kevlar Option, Armor and Health for Less Traffic and Dodge-Gremlin
Kevlar: Adds Hacking Bonuses and Defense through Mobility and Health-Gremlin Suit: A New Landfill Project, Armor, Which Increases Hacking And Mobility, and crit armor that has increased the health and armor-Chem suit: A new project of landfills that increase Dodge, Target, and crit-PSI suit: A new project of landfills, armor that increases will and psionic damage Powered
variants of all listed armorsNotes:-You can change the armor values in XComNewArmorStats.ini, for your own balancing act. I'm not a fashion designer, so if someone wants to give the armor unique models you're more than welcome to.- Requires a new work campaignPersonal / Scheduled Update: Updates scheduled about once a month Page 2 videogame_asset My games
when logged in, you can choose up to 12 games that will be displayed as favorites in this menu. Sign in to see a list of your favorite games. View all games (1,084) Download linkThis mod allows you to multi-face settings at the same time, so that our soldiers' cigars don't disappear while wearing hood and eye patches and masks don't disappear when you equip your helmet. You
can also add jewelry to both the top and bottom of the face at the same time. Not every combination works perfectly, but you still have a lot more options than you had before. Full character settings from StartDownload linkNo more aligning your soldiers before you can customize their appearance. This mod makes it so that the full menu setting is available to you with the jump. All
the relationships, hairstyles and armor at your disposal from the very the arrival of the soldier. Ink and PaintDownload link We always will always look for new ways to customize our soldiers, and this mod provides new face points and facial tattoos as well as 25 new weapons tattoos. According to Modder, there is even more on the way. Capnbubs Accessories PackDownload
linkWhen your soldiers pop their heads out of hiding, you want them to look for their best. This pack of modder Capnbubs adds some noggin-based accessories like a Kevlar helmet and a face that fits well into Kevlar armor, a few different berets, and a ballcap that can be worn with a bill in front or back (but thankfully not out of the way). More are added over time.Military
camouflage PatternsDownload linkYour soldiers can proudly represent their country of origin with their flags and accents, but why not take a step forward with 21 different real camouflage models. Russian Berezka, Swedish Barracuda, American TigerPAT and many others will proudly hide your team. Star Wars HelmetsDownload linkWe know how frustrating it is when one of your
squads, with a clear shot from close range, devastates the clip but completely misses his target. That's why these helmets are so appropriate: there are simply no worse shots in the history of the galaxy than your average stormtroopers. Includes classic-looking trilogy, Scout Soldiers Endor, and new helmets from The Force Awakens. Add some black and white armor and bring a
compelling Taste of Star Wars to your game. CP Halo SpartansDownload LinkStorm Troopers isn't your thing? What about the Halo Spartans? Halo knowledge nerds will appreciate these character names come straight from the books, and if Halo Wars isn't quite your chosen taste strategy, just pretend that you're fighting the Covenant in XCOM 2. This pool of characters requires
tons of other Halo mods like Halo Customizable Armors.Custom Face PaintsDown linkloadWant your team to have smears under your eyes like professional athletes, or all their foreheads slathered with soot like Furiosa? Or maybe you're more into a Braveheart facepaint or raccoon-looking Pris from Blade Runner. This face paint pack adds 10 new looks. Advent ArmorDownload
linkUnfortunately, dressing like Advent does not mean that you can casually walk to them, offer them a cigarette, chat about the weather, and then bonk them unconscious and run away, giggle. However, this mod allows you to wear their large, clumsy helmets and body armor. If you can't beat them, dress like them. Uniform ManagerDownload Link When a soldier dies in XCOM 2,
they take with them all their earthly memories and dreams. But more importantly, they take their form with them, a set of settings that you spend precious minutes assembling. Uniforms Manager is so useful and obvious that it was supposed to be a stock function in XCOM 2: it allows you to save and Uniforms, allowing your entire squad color-coordinates without the agony of
clicking through the character of the creator bunch.Commander ShepardDownload linkAin't not an alien killing bully quite like Mass Effect Commander Shepard, so you should really add him or her, or both-to-your cracked officers to extraterrestrial destruction soldiers. Your Shepard will bark lines from mass Effect games that naturally fit perfectly into XCOM 2.Arnold
SchwarzeneggerDownload linkWorth is just for Get to da choppa! The line from Predator, which plays when you call for evac, naturally, this Arnie voice package includes nearly 200 lines from a number of his action films, including Total Recall, Terminator, and the latest action Hero.DeadpoolDown load linkThis mines abundant dialogue from High Moon Studios, with barks like I AM
THROWING A GRENADE (A GRENADE) and Guns Need Bullets to Work (Low Ammunition) Table content I really like to customize my characters and with soldiers that look significantly different from each other, so I was wondering what fashions I should get for this. Page 2 14 comments in: Armor (XCOM 2), Technology Edit Share All Soldiers start with a set of basic Kevlar
armor, which gives no advantage other than the permission of a single utility item to be equipped. Further updates require Plated or Powered Armor Technologies. Each of them must be manufactured individually, completing the required landfill project, with the exception of Predator, Warden and SPARK, which are Squad upgrades built directly in Engineering. Light Armor (edit
source editing) Light armor give the wearer extra mobility and dodge, focusing less on health and more on the flexibility of the wearer's movement. All light armor has the ability to deploy the Grappling Hook to reach elevated surfaces, and in extreme cases will allow the user to pass through solid objects with Wraith. Medium armor (edited source editing) Medium armor is a general
purpose armor that balances mobility with protection, allowing you to equip an additional utility item, while the Icarus Armor is able to quickly shift positions and vault over objects and walls. Heavy armor edit the source of Heavy Armor focus on the survivability of the wearer, increasing both the health and armor points, and each has the ability to mount one heavy weapon. SPARK
Armor (edit source editing) SPARK Armors are exclusive to Shen's Last Gift DLC, and can only be equipped on SPARK units. They don't give any specific attributes or abilities, but each iteration will provide additional health, mobility and an additional Armor item. Armor (edited by source) Reapers, Skirmishers and Templars have their own set of armor specific to factions that
share characteristics with Kevlar, predator and warden minus a few Utility Item slots. They are only available in XCOM 2: War of Selected Expansion. Legacy Armors edit the source resistance warrior Kevlar armor, improvised field armor, Advanced Field Plate and Experimental Power Armor are alternative performances for standard armor that have the same characteristics
included in the Resistance Warrior Pack and Tactical Heritage Pack. Armor Stats (edit the source of editing) Health (edit source) All armor classes significantly increase the importance of soldier's health, while only individual models increase the value of armor. This difference is noteworthy in that armor primarily increases the soldier's medical pool, rather than their armor value.
Armor (edited editing source) Armor is a concept separate from health and wearable armor, and represents a soldier's ability to reduce damage. Yellow pips on the right of the Health bar represent armor points available on some armor suits and certain abilities. Any incoming damage, with the exception of Armor Piercing damage, is reduced by this amount used before the armor
is crushed. The armor is depleted only when shredded and otherwise will continue to offer full protection. Shredding armor (edit the source of editing) Shredding is the ability to permanently destroy the armor of the target, mitigate or eliminate its ability to reduce damage. Pomegranates, heavy weapons, SPARKS and Grenadier Schroeder's ability all have the potential to inflict such
vulnerabilties. Armor Piercings edit the source of piercing damage armor ignoring damage, also called cancellation, and often placed on Psionic abilities against organic matter and professionals who targeted robotic units. Any such ability will ignore the specified amount or even completely negate the target armor for a single attack. Armor table (edit source editing) Types of body
armor used by soldiers in XCOM 2. Armor Title Class Health Armor Mobility Dodge Slots Attributes Kevlar Armor Basic 1 Spider Suit Light No 4 No 1 No 20 1 Grapple Wraith Suit No 6 No 2 No 25 Grapple, Wraith Snake Suit 5 1 35 Grapple, Frostbite, Panic Vipers Snake Armor No. 7 240 Predator Armor Average 4 2 Warden Armor 6 1 Icarus Armor 7 11 Vault, Icarus Jump, Panic
Archons E.X.O. Suit Heavy 5 No. 1 Heavy Weapon Slot W.A.R. Suit No. 6 No. 2 Slot for Heavy Weapons, Suit Shieldwall R.A.G.E. No.6 (Heavy Weapon Slot No.1), Fury, Panic Mutons and Berserkers R.A.G.E. Armor No 7 No 2 No 1 Nanoscale West Utility West No. 1 n/a Hellweave No 2 Inflict Burning for Intruders Coverage West Experimental Armor No 2 No 1 n / Hazmat West
No 2 To burning, acid burn, and poisoned Stasis West No. 2 Regenerates 2 HP for a turn up to 8 HP per mission - Alien Hunters DLC Utility Vests and Experimental Armor are considered utility items and can be combined with any of the aforementioned armor systems. Grenadier's ability Blast upholstery provides Armor No. 1 and Explosive damage by 66%. Shen DLC's latest gift
SPARK Bulwark provides armor No.1. Spark's donation ability provides armor no. 2 and 20 defenses every 3 turns. Resistance Armors Title Class Health Armor Mobility Dodge Slots Reaper Slots Shootout / Templar Resistance Armor† Resistance 0 1 Plated Resistance Armor† No. 4 Powered Resistance Armor† No. 6 No. 1 † War Selected Although Grapple Ability is not an
integral part of armor, firefights get this skill in the default squaddie rank. Specialist Ability Tactical Rigging provides the No.1 extra Utility Item slot, and costs 11 Points ability, assuming you can purchase it randomly as an XCOM skill. See also: Edit the Editing Source armors (XCOM 2) The Content of the Technology Community is available in accordance with CC-BY-SA, unless
stated otherwise. Noted. best xcom 2 armor mods. xcom 2 wotc best armor mods. xcom 2 powered armor mods. xcom 2 war of the chosen female armor mods
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